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Publisherâ€™s Note:Â  Â Products purchased from 3rd Party sellers are not guaranteed by the

Publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the

product.Nursing Research: Generating and Assessing Evidence for Nursing Practice, 10th Edition

has been updated to incorporate new methodological advances and, to the extent possible,

substantive examples used to illustrate concepts will be from articles published in 2013 to 2015. The

organizational structure introduced in the 9th edition will be maintained â€” i.e., content focusing on

quantitative research will be in Part III, and content on qualitative research will be in Part IV. Â  The

textbook package will include the book itself, a Resource Manual, and a digital Toolkit with

high-quality forms and tools (in Microsoft Word) that new researchers can modify or use directly

(e.g., informed consent forms, demographic questionnaires. Additional useful material will be added

to the Toolkit, including links to open-access papers on the topic covered in each chapter. Â  A

valuable ancillary package is available for instructors and students via thePoint. They include

PowerPoint slides with relevant tables and figures, test bank, journal articles, case studies, critical

thinking exercises, strategies for effective teaching, internet resources, and glossary.
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The content of book itself is great. however I would recommend buying it in vitalsource bookshelf

format as I had to go back and do. It is a far better user format for a book of this size and scope. I

had bought kindle books before (for macbook and iPhone) but was rather limited in my experience

with them. In this book, there is no search function ("X-ray"as I just found out it was called) or page



numbers to reference when they are listed in class. This really hurts the functionality of a textbook of

this size. I realized this totally limits the use of a kindle in this fashion. It actually makes the book

purchased quite useless. I called to to ask for a refund based on these issues, but because it was

greater than 7 days, I could not obtain one. The employee said "it is assumed the entire book can

be read in 7 days" so they would not issue one. I reminded her that this was a 600 page printed

college textbook designed to be read over a 4 month semester and that my class started after I

bought the book. Despite this, she still insisted it is assumed I read it in 7 days. Very pleasant

customer service rep but the logic regarding the product they were selling and it's use lacked some

common sense. sorry, last kindle textbook for me.

Nowhere did the description disclose that this was the international edition. The picture sure didn't.

Even states on the cover Not authorized for sale in US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Puerto

Rico, or Virginia Islands. I hope it is close enough to the version I assumed I was ordering to

compete my class.

This is the only book I bought for grad school this term... and as the description says it being in good

condition, well within 2 weeks, the book binding started falling apart. I continue to have pages and

sections falling out even after gluing the book back together - to no avail once again just a few days

ago (have had it for a little over 4 months total). I wish I can exchange this book or return it like a

rental book!

- The book I received is not the book pictured- it's actually the South Asian Edition, for the specific

countries listed on the book's cover, & states "circulation outside this territory is strictly prohibited"

Was required for a MSN class but well worth the cost! Breaks tough concepts down well! Would

highly recommend for reference.

This textbook claims to be written for the novice, but I still have no idea what I am learning. I have to

reference this book often in my graduate nursing class and the kindle version is not the best version

to get since there are no page numbers. I would just suck it up and buy the hardback to avoid this

problem.

Writing is concise and clear. Students appreciate boxes and tables to focus reading. Excellent



selection for an online course

Excellent reference book for nursing research, maybe not so much for a class.
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